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Maverik HTF Commercial Sweep
®

Single Pass.
Swept Twice.
Welcome to a new era in bin
cleanup—the Maverik HTF®
commercial grain sweep.
This is patent-pending, revolutionary engineering that sets
new standards with:
◘ Hydraulic twin flow
◘ True zero entry drive system
◘ Pure hydraulically driven
product
◘ Full retrofit capabilities
◘ Up to 15K bph capacity
◘ Streamlined geometry
So whatever the conditions, in
even the toughest commodities, the Maverik HTF sweep
powers through like no other.
For superior cleanup, unmatched efficiency and unbeatable performance.
We’re taking it to the next
level, why don’t you join us?

105' bin
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Two augers for faster pickup
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Welcome to a new era in bin cleanup.

True Zero Entry Drive System
The Maverik HTF® delivers two sweeps in a single pass, with two powerful 12” hydraulic
augers and a hydraulic positive drive system that power through the toughest commodities
out there.
Advanced variable speed technology means the system automatically controls the sweep,
advancing and regressing with “avalanches.” It matches reclaim conveyor speed, speeding
up and slowing down as needed to prevent choking or bogging down.

Sleek, curved design

As cleanup progresses, the intuitive Maverik HTF increases speed in the second half of the
pass, moving as fast as the reclaim will allow to optimize time and productivity.
Simply put, this sweep pulls through time after time, so you don’t have to enter a bin. Maximizing OSHA compliance and topping out efficiency and performance.
Pure Hydraulically Driven Product
All hydraulically powered, including both augers and the drive system, the Maverik HTF
features hoses that run internally through the shell in a patent-pending design for maximum
protection in the high intensity bin environment.
It also offers the flexibility to accept food grade oil, helping protect product viability and
salability.

FEA designed stiffeners

Every Maverik HTF comes equipped with our revolutionary Commercial Grade HYDRAKOOL Hydraulic Cooler to keep oil temperature down, reduce wear on hoses and bearings
and extend system run time.
Plus, this sweep offers both electric and diesel power options, with a convenient mobile
power unit that lets you easily move from location to location to maximize efficiencies on
multiple bin sites.

Sealed roller bearings

Pure Retrofit Capabilities
Fully retrofit capable, the Maverik HTF fits through any 24” diameter standard bin door and
works with all standard sump sizes, plus accepts minimal size sumps.
For added versatility and adaptability, it offers the unique ability to match reclaim capacity
up to 15,000 bph, plus variable output capability to match reclaim capacity.

Removable AR backshield

Snap-together laser track

Streamlined Geometry
Designed for easy cleanoff and engineered for maximum strength and durability, the
Maverik HTF™ maximizes grain flow and cleanliness. Totally smooth, with no sharp edges, odd angles or awkward nooks to catch wayward grain or chaff, this full bin diameter
sweep’s sleek patent-pending design keeps it working even when others can’t.
Added to that, it’s laser fabricated for maximum precision—we built it specifically with easy
fit-up and easy installation in mind. Standard auger flighting is 3/16” at the edge and 3/8” at
the shaft; for hard-to-move commodities, choose more aggressive flighting. A tough powder
coated paint finish gives it enhanced durability in tough conditions.
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